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Magnetic force microscopy (MFM) images of rapidly quenched FeNdB are presented. The 

magnetic domain structure as observed by MFM consists of elongated, polyhedral-shaped 

domains imaged by measuring forces smaner than 10 -- 9 N at distances ranging from 20 to 

more than 200 nm. The domain transition regions, which are quite sharp and well defined, 

often show a double-peaked structure with a peak-to-peak distance of 10 urn. At force sensor 

tip-to-sample separations larger than 90 nm only a single peak is observable. It has to be 

assumed that the relevant effective magnetic volume of the force sensing tip is considerably 

smaller than the geometric dimensions as determined by scanning electron microscopy in order 

to understand this lO-nm resolution. 

t INTRODUCTION 

Much attention has recently been paid to FeN dB alloys 

that exhibit a higher-energy product than that of other com

mercially available permanent magnets such as CoSmo Per

manent magnets based on the FeNdB system are produced 

by two distinctly different methods: rapid solidification pro

cessing (mostly melt-spinning) followed by hot pressing and 

hot deformation, or powder metallurgy combined with ther

mal treatments (sintering). 

The ribbon samples produced by melt spinning are con

sidered as single-phase materials as compared to sintered 

magnets which are considered multiphase. One of the most 

debated questions is whether a domain nucleation or a do

main-wall-pinning mechanism is responsible for the high 

coercivities (in excess of 10 kOe) and high-energy products 

(more than 13 MGOe) in these materialso A recent review l 

examines the validity of the nucleation and domain-waH

pinning models. It is concluded that the model of strong 

pinning of domain walls both in rapid solidified and sintered 

magnets accounts for the observed magnetic properties. Di

rect verification of this model and characterization of the 

domain-waH-pinning sites with high spatial resolution 

would clearly be important. 

Lorentz microscopyl-4 has been used to image domains 

in melt-spun FeNdB in order to correlate microstructure 

and magnetic properties. Domains have a polyhedron shape 

and are slightly elongated with an average length of more 

than a micron and widths between 200 and 700 nm. 

Recently, force microscopy5 has been applied to the 

study of magnetic samples on a submicron scale. 6
•
7 The 

force sensor in magnetic force microscopy (MFM) consists 

of a sharp ferromagnetic tip mounted on a cantilever. Forces 

acting on the tip cause a deflection of the cantilever, which 

can be measured by electron tunneling, 5. 7 or result in a 

change of resonance frequency, which can be detected by 

interferometry/"s piezoelectricaHy9 or capacitively.lD The 

measured interaction forces depend on the magnetic struc-
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ture of the sample and the physical properties-such as mag

netization and geometry-of the tip. 11, 12 Measurable mag

netic forces are a result of gradients of magnetization 7 or are 

associated with local changes of the sample (or tip) magnet

ic moments induced by the magnetic field of the tip or sam

ple, respectively.13 Several questions motivated the MFM 

study on this material: 

( 1) Can the domain structure of FeNdB be observed by 

MFM? The possibly strong stray fields of the sample might 

influence the force-sensor magnetization irreversibly, thus 

not allowing reproducible imaging. 

(2) What is the ultimate experimental lateral resolution 

ofMFM? The domain walls in FeNdB are known to be very 

narrow-only 3 nm. 2 

(3) The extreme magnetic properties (large crystal ani

sotropy' large saturation magnetization 111.\, large coercitive 

field H" very small domain-wall widths) might lead to pre

viously unobserved phenomena, the explanation of which 

would motivate one to think more about the technique of 

MFM with subsequent improvements in theory and experi

ment. 

II. METHODS AND CHARACTERIZATION 

The instrument used in our experiments is described in 

detail in a previous papero 14 It was operated both in the equi

force mode and in the variable deflection mode when mea

suring magnetic structures, and in the regime of repulsive 

contact forces in the variable deflection mode when topo

graphic information was needed. Images were typically ob

tained in 60 s by scanning the sample in x and y directions, 

and simultaneously measuring the cantilever deflection in z. 

AU measurements were performed in ambient air on a pas

sively dampened optical table. 

Magnetic force sensors were cut from lO-,um Ni foil and 

electrochemically etched to a tip ofless than lOO-nm radius 

with an apex angle of 10° at one end. They were not subjected 

to any magnetic pretreatment. Typical force constants of the 

lever are 0.1 N/m. Some topographic measurements were 

done with microfabricated Sial force sensors. Instrumental 

noise corresponds to less than O.l-nm cantilever deflection. 

Calculations of the lines of force were done by the same 
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method as presented in previous publications (see Ref. 12 

and references therein). Analytical formulas describe the 

magnetic field above a sample of constant thickness with a 

periodic domain structure; transitions between domains are 

modeled as being infinitely sharp. The tip-sample interac

tion can then be calculated by assuming a truncated pyramid 

as a tip model. 12 A domain structure can be incorporated in 

our tip model. 

The alloy composItIOn of Fe8 J.3 Nd13S BS.2 was 

quenched at a wheel speed of 21 m/s to obtain ribbons hav

ing optimum magnetic properties (energy product 11.5 

MGOe). No further heat treatments were made. This sam

ple was previously measured by STM in UHV,15 clearly 

showing faceted spheroidal grains 20 nm in size after Ar ion 

etching. The sample was characterized in air by AFM as the 

oxidized surface layer is insulating. No sign of small grains 

could be observed; only fairly flat large scale variations are 

detectable on a submicron scale (Fig. 1). 

iii. RESULTS 

Polyhedral-shaped structures with characteristic 

lengths of 600-700 urn are observed by MFM on this sample. 

Very similar images are obtained for changes in the interac

tion distance of up to 225 nm; larger separations were not 

attempted due to experimental constraints, i.e., the danger of 

depolarizing the scanning piezo elements (Fig. 2). The 

structures become sharper and more pronounced the 

smaller the force sensor-sample separation is. This can be 

observed best by comparing single scan lines (Fig. 2). 

The magnetic nature of the image-generating forces is 

proven by measuring the attractive interaction force as a 

function of force sensor-sample separation. Attractive 

forces in the range of nN can be measured up to separations 

of more than 200 nm, thus precluding van der Waals or elec

trostatic forces, which are generally shorter ranged. Higher

resolution images obtained at comparatively close distances 

z of about 35 nm show that the polyhedral-shaped structures 

are separated by quite sharp, rather straight, and narrow 

transitions (Fig. 3). Furthermore, some smoother, hill-like 

structures with typically 80 nm diameter are observable. Sin

gle line scans show these two types of high-resolution struc

tures clearer. 

These single scan lines ofthe sharp transitions also often 

show an interesting double-peak substructure with a peak-
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FIG. 1. AFM image of 

melt-spun FeNdS acquired 

in the variable deflection, 

repulsive contact mode of 

operation. The side length 

of the figure is 500 nm, the 

total z scale corresponds to 

30nm. 
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fIG. 2. Polyhedral-shaped domains measured by MFM on melt-spun 

FeNdB. The figure shows images with a side length of 2.1/!m. The second 

and third images were measured 125 and 250 nm closer to the sample than 

the top image. Single scan Jines demonstrak how the observed structures 

become sharper and more pronounced the smaller the forcc-sensor-to-sam

pIe separation is. 

to-peak distance of about 10 nm. This substructure is not 

observable on scans of an image otherwise perfectly repro

duced and measured with a sample force-sensor separation 

increased by 90 nm; only a single peak is observable. 

Previously, highest-resolution MFM measurements ob

tained with a different force sensor in the variable deflection 

mode also showed a very similar double-peak structure (Fig. 

4 ).16 MFM images of this double-peak structure have a res

olution of better than 10 nm, the absolute number depending 

on the definition [peak-peak separation or full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) of a single peak). Similar doubIe

peaked structures were observed with different magnetic 

force sensors but never in the topographic imaging mode. 

IVo DISCUSSION 

The observable polyhedral structures with characteris

tic dimensions of about 600-700 nm are attributed to the 

magnetic domain structure of the sample as the forces acting 

are long ranged, predominantly magnetic in nature, and no 

evident similarity to topography is observable. Further-
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more, Lorentz microscopy images of the domain structure 

look very similar to these MFM images. 

The reproducibility of images demonstrates that the Ni 

force sensor magnetic structure was not irreversibly changed 

during scanning. This shows that the induced coercivity of 

the tip due to shape anisotropy is large, as the FeNdB stray 

field is expected to be of considerable magnitude. Empirical

ly, it can be stated that the influence of the sample stray field 

on the tip magnetic structure is too small to induce irrepro

ducible domain changes. 

For relatively hard ferromagnetic materials with 

HklMs ~ I, such as FeNdB, the structural surface topo

graphy does not significantly influence the micromagnetic 

distribution, As a consequence, parts of the sample where 

the surface is not orientated parane! to the local spin distri

bution are magnetically charged. Thus, the surface rough

ness causes an overall stray-field background which might 

be detected by MFM and would explain the large-scale, 80-

nm hills observed in MFM images. 11 

The most surprising experimental observation on 

FeNdB are the double peak structures separated by less than 

10 urn. These structures are due to magnetic forces with a 
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FIG. 3. MFM image of melt-spun FeNdB 

measured at a force-sensor-sample separa

tion of about 35 nUl. The bottom image is a 

processed version of the line scan image. A 

double-peaked structure often observed at 

domain transition regions is marked by ar

rows on the single scan lines. 

high probability and related to the strong and localized stray 

fields present at domain boundaries, as they are observable 

as far as 90 nm from the sample surface, thus excluding the 

possibility of image contrast generated by van der Waals or 

electrostatic forces. Furthermore, no similar structures have 

been observed in topographic images. A conclusive interpre

tation of these double peak structures cannot be given pres

ently; three experimental facts would have to be explained: 

(1) the observed resolution of 10 nm; (2) the double-peak 

stru9turc with a force amplitude of about 0.6 nN at an esti

mated distance of 20 nm; (3) at separations larger than 90 

nm only a single-peak structure is observable. 

Different possibilities might explain some of these facts, 

but we have not succeeded yet to combine all and thus simu

late the experimental results. The major challenge is to un

derstand and simulate the IO-nrn resolution when imaging 

domain transition regions in FeNdB. 

It is improbable that the double-peak structure within 

the domain transition region can be interpreted as arising 

from a pair of closely spaced parallel domain walls, as this is 

an energetically unfavorable configuration in the absence of 

a very strong external magnetic field. 
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FIG. 4. Ultrahigh resolution MFM image of a domain transition region 

acquired in the variable detlection mode on FcNdB. 

Simulations show that in order to obtain a 50-um resolu

tion with a homogeneously magnetized force-sensor tip the 

geometry has to be nearly cylindrical with a length of 300 nm 

and a radius of 20 nm. 12 A tip giving a higher resolution 

would have to have an even smaller radius and the same 

length, which seems quite unreasonable in view of character

ization offorce sensors by SEM, and would also be mechani

cally unstable. One can speculate that the balancing effects 

of exchange, magnetocrystalline, and magnetostatic energy 

contributions, which lead to a nonhomogeneous magnetiza

tion M (r) of the tip especially at rough surfaces, would 

result in an effective nonhomogeneous magnetization M(r) 

of the tip with a smaller spatial extent than the geometric tip 

volume [Fig. S(a)]. The spatial extent of the effective mag

netization, leading to the measurable force contrast, might 

be much smaller than the geometric dimension of the tip as 

the volume ofthe relevant effective magnetization is a func

tion of the characteristic decay length of the magnetic sam

ple under investigation. This decay length is of the order of 

tens of nanometers for domain walls in FeNdB and might 

explain the disappearance of the double-peaked structure for 

separations larger than 90 nm. This concept of an effective 

magnetic volume can best be viewed by introducing magnet

ic charges, defined as Pmag = V·M or O'mag = noM; a nonho

mogenous magnetization distribution thus leads to a nonho

mogeneous charge distribution [Fig. 5(a) J. Forces are the 

result of the interaction of these magnetic charges with the 

sample magnetic stray field. Furthermore, as has been em

phasized by Hartmann,17 the width of a certain structure in 

an MFM image does not always increase with increasing tip 

volume. A detailed rigorous calculation ofM (r) for an arbi

trary tip geometry has not been successfully performed 
yet. 18 
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FIG. 5. (a) Model of a IlOtl

homogeneously magnetized 

tip with a diameter DdT much 

smaller than the geometric 

diameter Dgco. Magnetic 

charges are indicated, strong

ly localized at an asperity. 

The magnetic image contrast 

will be dominated by the ef

fective magnetic volume with 

the characteristic dimension 

Deff if the tip is scanned close 

enough to the sample and the 

decay length of the magnetic 

structure under investigation 

is comparable to Dc,,". (b) 

Calculated z component of 

H, for the magnetic sample 

structure indicated at a sepa

ration of 5 nm shows twu 

peaks. (c) The characteris

tics of double-p<'ak structures 

depends on the model tip do

mains used in the simulation. 

The tip used here, modeled as 

a truncated pyramid (inset), 

has a lower diameter of 60 

nm, a length of 300 nm, and a 

top diameter of 180 nm. The 

two tip domains are 70 and 

230 nm long. Details of pa

rameters can be found in Ref. 

20. 

The following examples serve as an illustration of two 

distinctly different mechanisms leading to double-peaked 

structures. In simulations the input parameters are usually 

determined from electron microscopy images of the tip; 

these numbers are considerably larger than those necessary 

to achieve a lO-nm resolution in simulations. As the issue of 

an "effective" tip magnetization volume is far from settled 

we will not attempt a quantitative simulation. This could be 

done by taking the effective tip magnetization volume as a fit 

parameter. In the following simulations an effective tip di

ameter of 80 nm is assumed. 

Double-peak structures can be simulated either with a 

simple sample magnetic structure not unrealistic for FeNdB 

[Fig. 5(b)] or a simple, nonhomogeneous magnetization 

M (r) of the force-sensor tip indicated in the inset [Fig. 

5(c) ]. It has to be pointed out, however, that in both simula

tions the resolution is limited by the tip geometry and is thus 

at least about an order of magnitude larger than experimen

tally observed. These two mechanisms can explain the ob

served double-peak structure if an effective spatial extent of 

the magnetization substantially smaller than the geometric 

dimension of the tip is assumed. Clearly there is a need to 

experimentally measure and theoretically determine the 

magnetization of sharp tips employed in MFM in the futureo 

The distance dependence of the observed double-peak 

structure might be attributed to the characteristic decay 

length of the sample magnetic structure and the spatial ex

tent of the effective tip magnetic structure. 

It is clear that presently the sample and force-sensor tip 

effects cannot be deconvoluted and thus a conclusive inter

pretation of the double-peak structure cannot be given. The 
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width of 10 nm could be determined either by the sample 

specific magnetic structure, the force-sensor tip, or (most 

probable) a convolution of both. Thus, at this stage it cannot 

be decided what the ultimate sample specific lateral resolu

tion ofMFM 1S. 19
,20 Irrespective ofthis issue, it can be stated 

that it is possible to obtain magnetic information with lO-nm 

lateral resolution by the technique of MFM. It can be con

cluded that the interpretation of MFM images on a scale 

smaller than 100 nrn is presently not straightforward; exten

sive image simulation with detailed knowledge of the tip 

magnetization M(r) is necessary. 

V.SUMMARY 

In summary, we can conclude the following: 

( 1 ) The magnetic domain structure of rapidly quenched 

FeNdB can be imaged by MFM in air. 

(1) In principle a very high lateral magnetic resolution 

of 10 nm is achievable by the technique of MFM. 

(3) Detailed interpretation of such high-resolution 

measurements is currently limited due to the unknown tip 

magnetic structure. Future developments in the theoretical 

understanding and the fabrication of magnetic force-sensor 

tips are necessary. 
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